C4 corvette dashboard

Click for details. The C4 Corvette generation might be over 30 years old, but there is no denying
these vehicles offer a thrilling behind-the-wheel experience thanks to aerodynamic builds,
powerful V8 engines and choices between standard, ZR-1, Anniversary and Grand Sport
editions. If you want to keep your collector car in pristine condition, changing out your C4
Corvette dash pad is an easy way to impress anyone climbing inside the cabin area. Those who
take pride in their collector cars know the importance of a clean-looking dashboard. Whether
your factory installation has dings and damage or is deteriorating due to sun exposure, Top
Flight Automotive brings you everything you need to rebuild your C4 Corvette dash and
instrument cluster. All of our selections are organized by make, model and year, ensuring
orders drop into place without interior modifications. Drivers replace dash components for a
variety of reasons. The days of sorting through used dash pads are over thanks to options that
feature vinyl and ABS outer skins for long-lasting restoration results. Reproduction dash pads
are ideal solutions for vehicles no longer in production. Treat your C4 Corvette to the upgrade it
deserves, showcasing reinforced structural layers and a durable foam core to soften minor
impacts. Top Flight Automotive reproduction dashes are the closest you can get to a stock
setup, helping you take first prize in judging competitions. Use a C4 Corvette as a daily driver?
Consider our budget-friendly replacement dash pads manufactured with tough urethane
materials. Our replacement dash pads are visually similar to stock parts but are molded using
alternative methods for a lower price point. If your original upper main section is peeling,
adding a skin is a cost-effective way to cover cracks and fading surfaces. C4 Corvette dash pad
skins fasten using adhesive sprays and mount in just minutes. Our listings cater to the exact
shape of your Corvette with pre-cut holes for speaker grilles and interior vents. Drivers are
constantly looking down at the speedometer when out on the race track. Professionals at Top
Flight Automotive allow you to service your C4 Corvette instrument cluster with bezel
replacements for model years. Transform the spaces between fuel gauges, tachometers and
more with our one-piece dash bezels that sit right above the steering wheel. The Top Flight
Automotive team is made up of Chevrolet enthusiasts just like you. Being part of the Extra Mile
Brands family of companies, we pride ourselves on a history of serving Corvette fans for more
than four decades. Browse our extensive inventory of C4 Corvette dashes today, and place your
order to keep your restoration project right on schedule. Back to Top. Stay Up to Date with Top
Flight Automotive Register to subscribe to our newsletter to receive deals and special offers.
Register to Subscribe. All Rights Reserved. Welcome to Top Flight Automotive! New Home of:.
C4 Corvettes used three different dash designs over their production run from The first dash
design ran from , while the second and third designs are very similar to each other with their
year ranges being and This guide will focus on the dash designs as a whole and also various
trim components such as top pads, vents, trim etcâ€¦ Topics not covered in this section are
items behind the dash not visible to the driver, center consoles, steering columns, radios,
gauge clusters, or any switches and controls. The dashes were a flat top design. Most of the
major components such as the dash frame, top pad and trim pieces are the same and
interchangeable through the models. In the dash panels and center consoles of C4 Corvettes
were totally redesigned from the earlier years. The new dash of and up models featured a more
rounded and modern design. There are a number of trim differences between and that are
discussed further on in this page, but the overall dash frame and top pad structure are the same
for Most notably is the addition of the passenger side air bag, which takes the place of the glove
box, used in the versions. Some items of the dashes will fit for the versions and some will not.
The top dash pad used a common design from These dash tops are very prone to cracking as
the sun can make them brittle over the years. The top pads have two cloth sections at the outer
edges that appear as speaker grills. If your car has the Bose stereo option with speakers in the
door panels, the dash top speaker area is just a fake covering with no hole. Non-Bose cars
would have dash mounted speakers in this area and the underside of the dash pad would have
a grill piece that is cut for these speakers. The top cloth covering of the speaker grill area is also
prone to sun damage and many will fade to a purple color. Replacement cloth pieces are
available for a very low cost and are easily installed. Some people like them and some people
hate them. There are aftermarket delete kits available for the breadbox which convert the area to
just a flat plate but retains the opening for the dash vent. Some aftermarket kits were even
available to convert the area into a glove box. The breadbox pad and vent is a common design
between the years. Cars that spent a lot of time exposed to the sun will also experience cracked
breadbox pads as the surface can become brittle. The lower bolts are only accessible from
underneath the dash and can be difficult to get to. On the right side of the dash is a fuse panel
cover and bezel. Both the cover and the bezel are the same for The cover pieces have a small
plastic lock knob that commonly goes missing. Once it does, the cover will not stay on. A
rubber boot is also present which meets with an opening in the door panel to provide airflow to

the door panel defrost vents. The rubber boots are the same for left and right sides. The gauge
cluster and radio trim bezels may look identical for all Corvettes, but while the radio trim bezel
with 4 center dash vents is the same for these years, the instrument gauge bezel is not. The
gauge bezels had a slight design difference for and then changing for The gauge cluster bezel
has a thin face design where the bezel is thicker at the bottom of the instrument cluster
openings. These two designs can be used interchangeably. Gauge cluster bezels are a solid
piece that wraps around the left side of the dash and also contains the left side dash vent.
Removal of the gauge cluster bezel requires removing the headlight switch knob easily done by
depressing the underside tab inside the back of the knob with a right angle pick A rubber boot
is also present in the side of the cluster bezel which meets with an opening in the door panel to
provide air flow to the door panel defrost vents. Both the gauge cluster bezel and the radio
bezel are very prone to cracking especially near the mounting screws. Gauge cluster bezels will
crack in many areas but the most common is at the top right screw hole next to the odometer.
The radio bezels will usually be cracked at the upper two side mounting holes, or at the lower
front mounting holes just below the radio. It is not uncommon to see even very low mileage, and
well cared for cars with cracks in these areas. The lower dash pads, commonly referred to as
knee bolsters or hush pads, are a common design between all and cars. Both the left and right
side were carpeted to match the interior color. Below the carpeted lower dash pads there is a
black trim piece covering the underside of the dash from the firewall to the dash edge. These
pieces are only visible if bending down and looking under the dash, and are present on both the
left and right sides. These are all the same for cars with the only difference being a cut slot on
the left side pieces for the clutch pedal on manual transmission cars. Automatic cars have the
same panel without the clutch pedal slot. If applying an automatic panel to a manual
transmission car, the slot can easily be cut out for clutch pedal arm clearance. The dash top pad
of the later style C4 Corvettes carried two designs. The major visual difference being the
addition of the passenger side airbag in However the design of the dash overall is very different
between these year ranges. The dash top pads are a much larger piece that wraps completely
around the top and bottom of the passenger side of the dash. The passenger side carpeted
section color matched to the interior of the dashes is part of the dash top pad and is not able to
be separated. The carpet is also glued to the dash and is extremely difficult to remove cleanly
This large design makes these piece a little more difficult to remove and much more expensive
to ship to customers needing a replacement. The dash tops are different from the versions as
they are only a dash top pad. They do not wrap around to include the lower part of the dash on
the passenger side like the versions. For this reason they are an easier part to remove from the
dash, and less expensive to have a replacement shipped. If repairing a car that had an accident
which caused the air bags to deploy, the top dash pad will be damaged around the airbag
opening and usually require the entire dash top pad to be replaced. Both the and dash top pads
much more so on the are prone to de-lamination of the pad material from the plastic base at the
front windshield edge, this will be noticed as the front dash edge appears to be peeling upwards
at the windshield edge. Additionally, both designs are prone to cracking at mounting holes and
at the plastic around the top drivers side defroster dash vent. The bezels are the same for cars
while the cover has a change in the markings color of orange for and white for cars. These
bezels and covers are usually in good shape and not prone to damage. The center locking pins
also do not fall out easily like the versions. On the inside of the fuse panel cover there is a slot
to hold a fuse puller tool. The tool commonly goes missing and is a requirement for NCRS
judging. The long version, which stays in place better on the backside of the cover, is much
easier to find than the later short style puller. The radio bezels of had three different designs
seven designs considering ZR-1 bezels. The radio bezels are physically the same as the
versions but are black with a rubberized coating. Both the and bezel had a black rubberized
coating. As many owners know, this coating is very prone to scratching and peeling.
Aftermarket replacement bezels are available for all versions , , and However the gray color of
aftermarket pieces is not an exact match to originals, and the rubberized coating on the and
versions is not an exact color match to that of originals. If needing a replacement a used OEM
piece should be considered first. The ZR-1 radio bezels followed the same color and fitment
schemes as the base model versions. That is , , and versions. However, there is a minor
difference between and ZR-1 bezels. The bezel and valet key did not have the small LED light to
indicate when full power mode was active. Starting in the valet key had a built in LED light for
indicating full power mode and thus an extra hole was added to the radio bezel for this light.
The glove box lids were the same for The latch on the lid did have a slight color change, used a
gray scheme to match the rest of the interior, while used an all black latch. The door key can be
used to lock and unlock the latch. The lower dash pads, commonly referred to as knee bolsters
or hush pads, on the drivers side have a mostly common design for and different design for The

left side lower dash pads on were a carpeted piece matching that of the interior color. These
pads also had the option of having a lower center dash vent. The versions have a longer lower
black plastic piece that leads all the way to a mounting point at the firewall above the brake
pedal. Because of this longer tail piece, the lower dash pads of manual transmission cars vary
from that of automatic transmission cars where the manual ones have a slot for the clutch pedal
arm. If replacing this piece it is not necessary to find one from either an automatic or manual car
as the automatic versions have an etched line in the plastic for where to trim if installing on a
manual transmission car. The versions have a shorter lower plastic piece and these do not have
a difference between automatic or manual versions. The two versions, and could be used
interchangeably, but the two styles have different carpet loop patterns that will not match
between the rest of the interior carpet. These pieces commonly get damage to the carpet on the
top outside edge where the drivers knees and feet can contact when entering and exiting the
car. The passenger side lower dash pad is built into the dash top frame for and is not a
separately removable piece. The versions are a vinyl covered removable piece. These are color
matched to the interior of the car. Like the left sides, these are prone to damage at the top
outside edge where scuffs and tears in the vinyl will appear from hitting it with feet or knees
when entering or exiting the car. These versions also have several mounting tabs located under
the passenger side dash vent, and under the right side fuse panel bezel. Some of these tabs are
commonly cracked and once too many become cracked the panel will not stay installed
correctly. Unlike the versions, the lower dash pad knee bolster of cars extend under the dash up
to the firewall to provide a cover for the underside of the dash. This is true with the exception of
the passenger side for cars where an additional trim piece is used to cover the lower dash from
the carpeted dash end to the firewall. These trim pieces have mounting tabs underneath the
right side fuse panel bezel that are commonly cracked when owners forget to remove the bolts
from these side mounting tabs when removing the panel. Many of vents in the dashes of
Corvettes are physically interchangeable between all of these years. However some are only
interchangeable between the years and then years i. There are also color and style differences
among the years as well. The left and center dash vents are gray colored on cars, and black with
a rubberized finish on cars. Both these vents are also black with the same rubberized finish on
cars, but the grill design is slightly different. The passenger side dash vent looks very similar
for cars. However dash vents will have a small orange dot on the vent adjustment knob where
as the versions do not have this orange dot. Otherwise they are exactly the same. These vents
have a hard black plastic face and are usually not prone to damage. The passenger side dash
vent of have a different grill face design than , and also applied the black rubberized coating
seen on the radio and console bezels of cars. These vents have a small center section cover
that needs to be removed for accessing the vent mounting screws. There are 4 small tabs on
these center covers, two on the top and two on the bottom. These tabs are very easily broken
which leads to the center covers not staying attached. Aftermarket replacement center covers
are available but due to the rubberized coating on the face of these vents they are also not an
exact match to originals. This coating is also very prone to scratching and peeling. With these
issues the passenger side dash vents are a high demand used part. The dash top center defrost
vent is the same for cars. However, the vent differs with the inclusion of a sunload sensor for
aut
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omatic climate control cars, C68 RPO option. The manual climate control cars have a defroster
vent that does not have the opening made for this sunload sensor. A faulty sunload sensor can
cause the interior lights to not illuminate when a door is opened. Center vent shown only Side
window defrost vents are also included in the dash top on cars. These vents are the same for all
years. For further information on replacement items for your C4 corvette please feel free to give
us a call or contact us with any questions. Skip to content. Dash Panels. Skip to Section. Dash
Trim '' Dash Panel Trim Pieces Dash Top Pad Return to Top. Passenger Side Pad aka
"Breadbox" Fuse Panel Covers and Bezels Gauge Cluster and Radio Trim Bezels Lower Dash
Pads Lower Dash Underside Trim Fuse Puller, Long Design. The instrument gauge cluster
bezels are the same for all Corvettes. Glove Box Lids Lower Underside Dash Trim Dash Vents
Side window defrost vents are also included in the dash top on cars. Close Menu.

